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Computational Linguistics and Statistics
in the Analysis of the
Montreal French Corpus
DAVID SANKOFF,REJEANLESSARDand NGUYENBA TRUONG
The unusualaspect of the MontrealFrenchproject
is not the innovativecharacterof the computational
and statistical methods, nor the volume of data
involved, but the proliferation of linguistic studies
which have been facilitated by these techniquesand
materials.Indeed, the developmentof computational
aids has at each step been in direct response to
specific needs of linguisticanalysis.We shall illustrate
by tracingthese developmentsin chronologicalorder.
Following this we shall discuss some of the statistical
methodology which has been implemented for this
work.
Samplingand the data base. The goal of the project,
directed by G. Sankoff and H. J. Cedergren[25], was
to study the structure of linguistic variation within
the Montreal French-speakingcommunity, roughly
analogousto the sociolinguisticwork of Labov [10],
Wolfram [33] and others. An undertaking of this
nature requiresa corpus of the spoken languageof
somewhere between a few hundred thousand and a
few million words;budgetaryconsiderationpermitted
us about a million. From the beginning,sociologicalstatisticalconsiderationshad to be traded off against
linguistic-statisticalones. To obtain even a limited
idea of a single speaker's systematic linguistic tendencies, especially on the syntactic and lexical levels,
requiresmany thousandsof words. But a sociologically representativesample of a largespeech community
should also have at least several hundred, and
preferably thousand, speakers. Our solution to this
dilemma was to select a limited sample of 120
speakers,carefully stratified for a balanced distribution accordingto sex, age, economic level of residential area, and geographicallocation. The idea was not

so much to be able to reconstruct "typical" or
average speech behaviour, but by tapping as many
dimensions of variability as possible, to detect and
assess sociodemographic factors which influence
linguisticvariation.
The samplingmethod requiredthe generationof a
large number of random addressesin a street directory, until the sampling quotas for each residential
and geographicarea were filled. For age group and
sex, quotas were controlled by the interviewersin the
field. The interviews, largely informal conversations
on a number of everyday topics concerning life in
Montreal,past and present,lasted about an hour each
and yielded about 8,000 words per person interviewed. A great deal of sociodemographicinformation, gathered about the informant in the course of
the interview,has proveduseful in the sociolinguistic
analyses. A fuller description of the methods and
proceduresfollowed, as well as a sociologicalanalysis
of the sample obtained, has been publishedelsewhere
[19, 20].
The interviewswere, of course, recorded,and the
important decision to transcribethis materialdirectly
on punch cards necessitated a certain trade-off. The
possibility of automated phonetic or phonological
analysis directly from the transcriptionwas sacrificed
to considerationsof economy and to the desirability
of lexically-basedsemanticand syntactic analysesof a
corpus in standard orthography. Thus the transcriber-keypuncherswere instructed to spell each
word according to normal conventions, but not to
normalizethe order of the words nor other syntactic
behavior. The ommission of accents, in the interests
of speed, accelerated the transcription,and has not
since led to any difficulties,except in the compilation
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between computational linguistics and automated
statisticalanalysis.
To make the heuristic part of the researchmore
efficient, we undertook to compile an index of the
corpus. Since we had relatively little interest in the
interviewer'sspeech behaviour,we first constructeda
data file containing only the interviewees'speech and
excluding a reading exercise at the end of each
interview. In the form of 80-characterrecords, each
includingan intervieweenumber(from 1 to 120) and
a line number(from 1 up to one or two thousandper
interviewee), the reduced corpus is accessible in two
forms, tape and hardcopy.
In summary, the corpus exists in five forms:
recorded speech on audio-tape, transcription on
Transcriptedition and corpus storage modes. The cards, an edited and printed transcription,a somefirst computer treatment of the corpus, the simplest what condensedand line-numberedform on tape, and
but at the same time one of the most useful, the same form printed.
converted the material on cards into a well-organized
and easily readable working transcription.The only The index. As mentioned above, the version of the
format conventions adopted duringthe keypunching transcription containing line numbers was prepared
had been to insert at least one space between words specifically with a view to constructing an index.
and to indicate the beginning of a speaker's turn Fortunately having access to JEUDEMO, the text(either intervieweror interviewee)with an identifying handling system of Bratley, Lusignan and Ouellette
numeral. No record length having been defined, [1], we adapted its text-invertingcapabilities for our
words were broken arbitrarilyat the ends of cards purposes. Because of time and storagelimitations,we
and carriedon without hyphen to the next. A pair of decided to invert 24 groups of five interviewseach,
asterisksaround faulty materialpermitted correction separately,and to use a series of merges to construct
of typing errors without retyping-entire cards. The the masterindex.
The final index is availablein two forms, tape and
editing programsimply discardedeverythingbetween
two such asterisks,reduced all series of two or more the printed version, about 5,000 pages long. Each
blanks to one, set up print recordsof 120 characters (unlemmatized) form, including common words such
in length and decomposed the conversation into as le, un, 'a,de, is listed in alphabeticalorder, together
paragraphs according to speaker identification with the total number and the addressesof all its
numeral.These were printed out with double-spacing, occurrences in the corpus. The addresses refer in
numerical order to the interview and line number in
on numberedpages.
The three-thousand-pagetranscriptthus produced, the condensedversionof the corpus.
Used in conjunction with the transcriptionfrom
in several copies, has been an invaluable working
document.Most of the severaldozen linguisticstudies which it is derived, the index immediately proved to
undertakenon the corpushave begunwith a heuristic be an extremely useful tool for linguistic research.
assessmentof one or more syntactic, phonologicalor Especially when the problem involves one or more
lexical variables, through a perusalof the transcript, relatively rare words or constructions including rare
usually accompaniedby a selective relisteningto the words (less than, say, a few dozen occurrencesin the
originaltapes. A second step, after an analysisof the corpus), it is an easy matter to look up all the
apparent conditioning of the occurrence of the addresseslisted and to examine all the usagesin their
variants, is systematically to extract and check all context in the corpus. In addition, the index can be
occurrences of the phenomena under study, in the studied directly to detect words which are unevenly
entire corpus or appropriate subsample, and to distributed throughout the speech community. For
register on a coding sheet the variant and relevant example, in examining the addressesfor the conjuncaspects of the context. The resultingdata set servesas tion alors, "then," we find that some individualsuse
input to a subsequent quantitative(and automated) it frequently while others never do. A study of the
analysis. Thus the heuristic steps and the linguistic sociodemographicdata on these individualsquickly
analysis form the "human"or manualresearchphase reveals that the use of alors is a characteristic of

of the frequency dictionary, to be discussedbelow.
The final transcription, which went through two
cycles of corrections,comprisesabout 100,000 punch
cards.
As mentioned above, our transcription was not
intended to serve as input to any automated phonological analysis. Detailed phonemic and phonetic
transcriptionsof about 15%of each speaker'sinterview is being carried out independently, under the
supervision of Professor Laurent Santerre of the
D6partementde linguistiqueet philologie at the Universit6 de Montreal. A system for computerstorage,
access and analysis of this material, set up by Jean
Millo, is fully operational.
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to alphabeticalorder,and to find dozens, hundredsor
even thousands of pertinent examples in context
groupedtogetherin a compact and readableform.
Even the printed concordanceis not the ultimate
in convenience. Handling a 15,000-page document,
especially when the entriesto be looked at arenot all
together in alphabetical order, can be tedious. To
reduce the concordanceto more manageablephysical
dimensions, a microfiche version was prepared directly from the five originalconcordancetapes, at a
very reasonablecost and in short order, by Computrex CentresLimited, of Montreal.At 208 computer
pages per fiche, requiringa 42x reduction, the entire
The concordance.At the outset, two majordecisions concordance fits on some 80 4x6 fiches. For most
had to be made about the concordance: the size of purposes, working with a microfiche reader has
context, and the inclusion of the very frequent proved to be far more convenient than workingwith
words. In both cases, the simplestcourse was chosen. hard copy, and has largely replaced the latter in
Each occurrencewas to be printed at the center of a routineuse.
printer line, and the line filled with the immediate
context and its address. Although this has generally Further computationalwork. Although not especially
proved sufficient, occasionalrecourseto the corpusis motivated by our own sociolinguisticwork, we have
necessary. Preferable, perhaps, would have been also carriedout some word-frequencycomputations,
syntactically defined context, for example, every- largelyin responseto psychologists,educators,speech
thing between two periods (or question marks, etc.), therapists and linguists who require data on the
but given the rough nature of the transcriptionand frequency of words, syllables, or phonemes in the
especially the nature of spoken language, with its spoken language. For certain purposes, the rough,
hesitations, pauses, starting over of sentences, and unlemmatizedfrequencieswhich appearin the index
other phenomenawhich renderany analysis in terms are sufficient, listed in alphabeticalorderas well as in
of whole sentences extremely difficult, it would not order of decreasingfrequency. From the index tape,
have yielded very meaningfulresults. As for omitting frequency distributionscan be calculated for each of
very frequent words from the concordance,calcula- the 120 speakersseparately,as we did, for example,
tions showed that this step would resultin about only in a multiple regression analysis of the socioa 30-40% reduction in volume, but would make demographic conditioning of vocabulary richimpossiblemany studies which would requireat least ness[17].
For linguistic and lexicological work, however,
a sampleof such wordsin context.
During the construction of the concordance, the lemmatized word lists are generally preferable. In
corpus was stored on a disc file to permitrapidaccess addition, the decision we took for rapidtranscription
to occurrencesof forms in the sequence listed in the resulted in a certain heterogeneity among secretaries
index. For each occurrence an appropriate print with respect to spelling, especially of non-standard
record, based on the context plus the address, was and dialectal forms which occur frequently in the
stored on tape. Since constructing about a million spoken language.Accents, cedillas,capitalletters, etc.
such records was still time-consuming,the program are not indicated. Hyphens, apostrophes, and other
execution was subdividedinto five steps correspond- problems of word-divisionarevariable.Wordsare not
ing to a five-way partition of the alphabet, one tape labelled accordingto grammaticalcategory. In short,
being filled up with each step. At 60 lines per page, not having originally been planned for a frequency
the printed concordance consisted of more than dictionary, our corpus and other computer-prepared
documents do not lend themselves easily to such a
15,000 pages.
The finished concordance, even more useful than project. Nevertheless,the demandfor this dictionary,
the index, has made the latter obsolete for most and its comparative value as a supplement to
purposes.It is easy and convenient, when studying a Juilland's frequency dictionary of the written
lexical form or a closely related set of forms such as language [7], and Gougenheim'swork on the spoken
the conjugationsof most verbs, to proceed directly to French of France [5], led us to undertake its
the appropriatesection of the concordanceaccording preparation.
middle-class, highly-educated speakers, while the
majority of the populationuse other conjunctionsfor
the same syntactic function [4].
Despite its convenience in cutting down manual
search time from days to minutes, the index does
have certain limitations. To study forms which occur
severaltimes per interview, it becomes rathertedious
to look up all the addressesand, even worse, to copy
out all the relevant portions of the context of each
occurrence, for later linguistic analysis. After considerableurgingby users of the corpus, therefore,we
set about constructinga concordance.
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Based on word-final morphology, some of the
lemmatization and grammaticallabeling was automatic, but the separationof homographs,correction
and standardization of spelling, etc. was mostly
manual. Some accuracy was sacrificed in favour of
efficiency when we decided not to work directly on
the corpus, but on the raw form-frequency lists
derivedfrom the index. Homographsof very frequent
forms (e.g., a "at" versus a "had" versus A "letter
A") were separated on a sample of at most a few
hundred forms in context as sampled from the
concordance. A first draft of the dictionary is
presentlybeing correctedprior to publication.

This approachhas a numberof implicationsat the
level of linguistic theory. The usage statistics we
collect, insofaras they indicate systematic tendencies,
suggest some underlyingprobabilisticmechanism for
generating these data. The simplest way we could
account for these would be to incorporateas part of a
speaker's"competence" along with grammaticalrules
and categories [2], the parameter p as well as its
dependence on linguistic and partially extralinguistic
context. The probabilizedrules centralto this formulation are known as "variablesrules."
Whichmodel? The recognition that the parameterp
varies as a function of a numberof contextual factors
leaves undefined the exact form of that function. In
the study of linguistic variation over the past ten
years, theoretical and empirical developments have
led to the use of a numberof models, of the form

Thelinguisticvariable. Sociolinguisticanalysisdiffers
from most linguistic work in that it does not aim
specifically at a complete elaboration of the grammatical rules of a language, but concentrates rather
on those rules and constructionswhich vary in their
usage from individualto individualwithin the speech
n
community. What is qualitatively "free variation"
=
+
phonologically can often be decomposedinto quantiT(p)
2:aixi
i=1
tative tendencies conditioned not only by the
phonological environment, but by syntactic factors
and even by extralinguisticconsiderationssuch as the
age, sex and sociological or occupational character- where T is some givenmonotone transformation,and
istics of the speaker.On the lexical level, the choice pi and the ai are parametersof the model to be
among synonyms which are apparently inter- estimated from the data. The xi may be continuous
changeable semantically may well be determined in variables such as age of speaker or more usually,
part by the same sorts of extralinguisticfactors. In zero-one variablesindicatingthe absence or presence
transformationalgrammars,the choice of whetheror of a given contextual factor, either linguistic or
not to apply a given optional meaning-preserving extralinguistic.
In the first study of this type [11], T was simply
syntactic transformation in the derivation of a
sentence can be influenced by the nature of the the identity transformation,i.e., the parameterp was
specific elements in the sentence, by the form of the postulated to be an additive function of the environpreceding sentence, and by all the extralinguistic mental parameters.With this model, however, diffactors mentioned above. All these, and many other ficulties were encountered which were associated in
types of conditioned linguistic variability, may be part with the fact that the parameterp as a binomial
modeled in terms of independent binomial trials, trial probability is restricted to the interval [0,1],
where the parameterp is a function of the various while the usual estimation methods for the additive
linguistic and extralinguisticconditions obtaining at model do not guaranteeany such restriction.For this
the instant the choice is made.
and other reasons, models based on T(p) = log p and
In terms of the prevalent,introspective,linguistic T(p) = log (1 - p) were proposed [2], and appliedto
methodology, it would be difficult to proceed further various data sets. Most recently, the best features of
than, say, a recognition that the parameter p is all of these models have effectively been combined,
influenced by one or more environmental factors. with the adoption of the transformation T(p)=
With the computer-producedmaterials at our dis- log(p/l - p) [15].
posal, however, it becomes a straightforward,though
sometimes tedious task to collect a large enough The estimation problem. For an additive model, the
number of "trials"-e.g., choice of one allophone or usual estimationmethodology involvesthe analysisof
another, or of one synonym or another, or the variance and/or multiple regression.Linguisticvariation data is such that the number of binomial trials
application or non-application of a rule, etc.-to
carry out a statisticalanalysisof the proposedmodel. per given context is extremely unequal from context
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to context, to the extent that the availableadjustments for unequal data [3] are simply inadequate.In
this situation, as well, analysis of variance for
estimating the parameters of transformed models
(where T is not the identity), followed by an inverse
transformation to estimate p, is not a statistically
justifiableprocedure.
We are thus forced to fall back on the more
fundamentalprincipleof maximumlikelihood, which
for our problem does not lead to any elegant and
rapidcomputingformulaesuch as exist for analysisof
variance.There is needed instead an iterativeapproximation to the maximum likelihood value of the
parameters.
While this type of problem, requiringa maximum
likelihood solution, arises occasionally in other scientific fields such as psychology, agriculture, fishery
research and pharmacology [6, 13], it is not so
widespreadthat appropriatecomputer programsare
incorporated in any of the well-known and widelydistributed programpackages for data analysis. The
programswhich do exist, while often quite efficient,
are applicable to ratherrestrictedtypes of data sets,
correspondingto the specific types of problems for
which they were written. That linguistic variation
data, however, usually involve a very largenumberof
contextual factors and a large number of different
contexts leads to programmingproblems of various
sorts.
Computationalmethods. To estimate the parameters
ai , we apply the methods of non-linearprogramming.
The (log-) likelihood expression to be maximized
simultaneouslyas a function of all of these ai is the
sum, over all contexts, of terms of the form X log p +
(N-X) log(l-p) where p = T-1 [.t+ ai xi ], as before,
and X/N is the number of binomial trial "successes"
over the total numberof trials. This maximizationis
constrained by certain relations holding amongst ai
representingcontextual factors which are mutually
exclusive with respect to their presence in the
environmentof a variable,relations which are necessary to ensure uniquenessof the estimates. The task
of finding the maximum is reduced to solving a
number of simultaneousnonlinear equations, somewhat fewer than the number of parametersto be
estimated.
The first method to be used involved "inner"and
"outer" iterations. Starting with some initial configuration of the parameters and using up to ten
iterations of Newton's method, the likelihood was
maximized with respect to one of the parameters.
This procedure,repeatedwith each parameterin turn,
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completed one outer iteration. This method proved
satisfactory for most practical problems. Although
many outer iterations were sometimes required for
convergence to a maximum, the time for each
iteration was so very small that efficiency was
reasonable.
More recently, Rousseau [15] has introduced a
number of improvements in the algorithm and its
implementation. It is often informative to analyze
each individual speaker as representinga different
contextual "factor." This requires estimating 120
different ai's plus a few more factors of a linguistic
nature, greatly increasingcomputingtime, and calling
for a more efficient algorithm.The Newton-Raphson
method, where there are no inner iterations, but
instead the likelihood is maximizedwith respectto all
parameters simultaneously, converges much more
rapidly in terms of the total number of iterations,
though each iteration requires the inversion of a
matrix of size equal to the number of independent
parametersto be estimated.
Tests of significance. Under the null hypothesis, the
addition of r extra parameters to the q already
present in the "true" model should increasethe log
likelihood by one half of a X2 variable,approximately. This property allows all sorts of tests of significance, such as whether two parametersare significantly different, or whethera given parameteris different
from zero.
An overviewof the sociolinguisticstudy. Among the
research efforts which have been made possible by
the construction of the corpus and its accessibilityin
various forms, one of our first studies was an
exploration into the presence or absence of IVIin
pronouns and articles such as il, elle, la, les [24, 26],
which were shown to be stronglyinfluencedby social
factors. Another socially-influencedvariable is the
aspiration of lit to thi in such words as jamais and
voyage [32]. Here there was a clear differentiation
between the sexes as well as a geographicaleffect,
aspirationbeing characteristicof men raisedin certain
areas of the city. For a smallbut diversesubsampleof
speakers, we have undertaken a detailed study for
coarticulatory effects on vowels [34, 35, 36]. This
required statistical techniques not mentioned above
and spectrographicanalysis,for which we employed a
digitalizingdata recorderto collect rapidly and store
data on formant frequency. Another investigation
analyzed the factors affecting the simplification of
various consonant clusters [8], including social
factors, syntactic and phonological conditioning,
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intonation, etc. Extensive phonological research on
the corpus has also been carriedout by Santerreand
colleagues,especially with regardto diphthongization
[31] and vowel fusion. For all this phonological
research, the original tape-recordingsare essential,
though the transcriptioncan serveas a data-collection
form, as well as to search for occurrencesof specific
contexts.
Much more work has been done on the syntactic
level. The absence of que from the complement of
such verbs as penser and savoirhas been analyzedand
reanalyzed[28, 2, 16, 18, 23], as well as the presence
of que after adverbial conjunctions like quand,
comment, pourquoi [22]; the rare use of ne in
negative constructions [30]; and the alternation of
&treand avoir as auxiliaryverbs in compound tenses
in a very extensive and detailedstudy [29], of ce que
or qu'est-ce-que in indirect questions and headless
relatives [27], and the alternation between the
conjunctions alors, donc, and fait que [4]. Postrelativizationtransformationshave been analyzed by
Lefebvre with close reference to the corpus [12].
Coordination and coordinators within subordinate
structureswere the topic of anotherstudy, along with
coordination and conjunction-reductionin general
and the alternationof future conjugationsversusaller
+ infinitive. Tense relations between clauses in si (if)
constructions have been analyzed [14]. As in the
phonological studies, this syntactic work has all
focused on the interaction of social and linguistic
phenomena.
The same preoccupation can be found in our
lexical and semantic studies. Laberge'smassivestudy
of variability in the pronominalsystem [9] unravels
the stylistic and thematic influences, from syntactic
constraints, from historical trends and from sociological correlatesof linguistic usage, on the choice of
pronoun for a given referent, all from a quantitative
viewpoint. Three studies of the semantic fields of a
number of closely related words have shown variability according to social characteristicsof speakers
[21]. Currentwork involves the investigationof the
lexical realization of semantic "intensification,"
which reveals strong differences according to social
class and sex of speaker.
Other, unpublished studies based on the corpus
have been carried out in all these areasas well as in
discourseanalysisand relatedtopics.
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